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To all whom it may concern: , , 
Be it known that we, CLARnNcE M. Hon 

LEY and CHARLES C. JENNINGS, citizens of 
the, United. States, residing at Detroit, 
county of WVayne, State of Michigan, have 
invented a certain ' new and useful Im 
provement in Mechanical Movements, and. 
declare the following to be a full, clear, 
and exact description of the same, such as 
will enable others skilled in the art to which 

the same, refer 
ence being had to the accompanyin draw 
ings, which form a part of this speci cation. 
This invention relates to meansfor conk 

verting rotary motion into reciprocatory 
motion and is especially adapted for air 
compressors. . ' 

It has for its object a machine in which 
rotary motion is converted into rectilinear 
movement by means of a wabbling thrust-r 
ring and a plurality of universally connect-_ 
ed connecting rods. ' 
We are aware that engines and compres 

sors similar in a general way to our design 
have heretofore used and patented. Our 
invention,lhowever, lies in the peculiar fea 
tures of construction by which a smoothly 
running and practical machine which is 
easily assembled and economically construct~ 
ed is afforded. 

1, is a vertical In the drawings, Figure 
section of the machine. Fig. 2, is a half sec 

' tion on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3, is a 
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half section‘ on the line 3——3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 
4, is a plan view of the retaining ring. 
.Our machine comprises the operative 

parts that are incased in a casing formed by 
the crank-casing l,the cylinder-casting 2 and 
the cap-plate 3. It will be seen from Fig. 1 ' 
‘that the crank-casing 1 is a member closed 
atone end and having an enlargement at the 
center of this closed end, forming a crank 
shaft bearing 4. The opposite end of the 
crank-casing 1 is open and the end ofthe 
casing itself is stepped as at 5 to receive the 
complementarily stepped ?ange of the cyl 
inder-casting 2. This cylinder-casting2con 
tains a plurality of connected cylinders ar 
ranged in a circle to form a battery of com 
pressors. The ends of these cylinders are 
each open. The end of the cylinder-casting, 
more remote from the crank-casing 1, is pro‘ 
vided with an annular flange 6 through 
which the screw bolts .7 pass to hold on the 

’ >. cap plate 3. The ?ange 6 ‘and the cap plate 
3 are stepped as at 8 for thepurpose of m 
suring a ?t. The other end of the cylinder 
castin is boltable to the crank casing 1 by‘ 

, the ho ts 9. 
Each of the cylinders in provided with an 

intake passage 10 which is controlled by the 
piston 11 and an exhaust valve 12 which 
forms the entire head for the cylinder‘ and 
is normally held upon its beveled seat 13 
by the s iral spring 14. However, whenv the 
piston a lows the air to ?ow in through the 
intake 10 and travels to the‘ left ‘in Fig. 1, 
upon what might be termed, its inward 
stroke and when a given compression of the 
contents of the cylinder is reached, the pres— 
sure of the spring 14 is overcome and the 
valve is forced open, allowin the escape of 
the contents of the cylinder into the cham 
ber 15. From thelower cylinder, in Fig. 1, 
it will be seen that the piston 11 passes out 
beyond the end of the cylinder and hence, 
when the compressed medium escapes‘ into 
the chamber 15, the valve 12 is forced in 
stantaneously a ainst' the end of the piston 
by the action 0 the s ring 14 and the two 
.retreat outward toget er, so that no resid 
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uum whatever is ‘left in the chamber of the ' 
cylinder as is the case in-ordinary compres- ‘ 
sors. - 

The piston 11 comprises a cylindrical shell 
16 and a threaded piston head 19 that screws 
into the end of the shell 16 in’the manner 
shown in Fig. 1. The connecting rods" 17 
carry a. ball at each end and have reduced 
portions 18 adjacent the ball to form necks. 

8,5 

The connecting rods 17 are connected with Y 
_ the piston heads before the piston head is at 
tached to the piston-shell. This is done by 
crimping the‘ portions about the socket in 
the piston head over the ball, as shown in 
.Fig. 1. When this has been'accomplished 
the piston rod may be inserted through the 
piston shell 16 and the. piston head 19 
screwed into the piston shellby the applica 
tion of aspanner wrench which can grip the 
piston head through the holes 20. - 
A valve-ring 21 is attached to the web por 

tion of the ‘cylinder-casting 2 by means of 
the screw-bolts 22 and this valvelring fur 
nishes the guiding means for the reciprocaP 
tory valves 12. ' _ ‘ 

The interior of the cylinder-casting 2 is 
threaded at the end opposite the valve-ring 
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by the threads 23 into which screws the 
‘ ing support 24 ‘which carries the universal 
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upon which is mounted 'therwab bearing1 bling t rust ring 25. This hearing support: 
24 has an enlarged bore for the reception of. 
the bushing 26. Located in said b ' is 
the stub shaft 27 of the universal joint.‘ A e. . 
ends of this stub shaft are bifurcated‘ ands-a. 
pin 28 passes through the tworbifurcated 
portions. Upon this 'arocking block" 
29 and journalediin; block by 
the trunnions 30 is a sleeve 31 having bifur 
cated portions, shown in the dotted lines 
of Fi . 1 at 32 and which straddle the rock- i g 

30: ball, ‘a thrust ' ring ing lock and carry the trunnions 
Mounted upon this sleeve is the enlar and 
girl-lotruding center of the thrust ‘ring 

is thrust ring is a- drop-forging provided 
with semisphericalrsockets for the reception 
of the ball ends of the piston rods .17. The 
enlarged and protruding center‘ forms the 
recess into which ?ts the sleeve 43 of the uni- ~ 
versal joint and the forging continues in-an 
actuating arm 33 which ?ts into the socket 
34 of the. crank arm 35. The endof this 
actuating arm carries a ball or, as shown’in 
the drawin , a part-ball head. This actu 
at' arm ts into the cavity 34 withoutbe 
ingvlfld therein by any specialmeans. 

' en the pistons and connecting rods 
have been ?tted into the cylinders, the re~ 
taining ring 36 may be ?tted over all of ‘the 
globular heads at the free ends of the _con-. 
necting rods by passing the neck portions 18 ' 
through the constricted openings 37.that 
lead into the circular holes 38 in the retain 
ing ring. The ring may then be bolted to 
the ring 25 by the bolts-39_and the en- " 
tire machine will be assembled. 
The crank arm 35 is fast to the shaft 40 

which is rotatably mounted in the bearing 4' 
of the crank-casing 1. The ?y wheel 41 is 
keyed to the shaft 40 and this ?y wheel may 
be also used as a ‘pulley wheel by which 
power is transmitte to the shaft 40 which 
rotates the crank 35 and this revolves the 
actuating arm 33 which, in turn, causes the 
thrust ring 25 to wabble, 'as it were, so as to 
reciprocate the pistons in and out of the cyl 
inders. This wabbling motion is a known 
mechanical movement and needs no further 
description. However, a feature of this in 
vention is a 'uliar construction of the 
thrust ring an the use of a universal bear 
ing which has a stub shaft that is accurately 
journaled in a sleeve-like member or in the 
bearing support 24. This insures accurate 
movement of the wabbling ring so as to pre 
vent binding or crampin an conduces to 
‘the freedom and smoot ness of running 
which we attain in our construction. 
The blade 42 serves to splash a lubricant 

upon the moving parts. ‘ - d 

What we claim is:— I 
1. In a device of the character set forth, a 

its a 

BEST AVAILABLE COP‘ 
' '' 1.210.040 

casing provided with ‘a plurality of cylinders 
.arrangedinacircleeach'bemgp _ 
‘with an inlet port‘ substantially. midway of 

isto'n for each cylinder re- 

rovided 

ciprocatable in controlling the- inlet 
port, a discharge chamber into which all of 
saidcylinders open, said‘ open ends each be 
mg‘provided with ailvalve' seat,a valve seat 
ing in said open of each cylinder, and 
means- for. reciprocating the pistons in 'suc-. 
cession com nsinga connecting rod‘ for 
each piston aving'a- ball and socket con 
nection therewith, the opposite end of each 
connecting rod also dprovided, with a 

prom ed with sockets 
for said balls, means for ' ' the ball 
ends of the connecting rods in the said sock 
ets, a universal joint connection between the 

, thrust'ring an? thtiiwlinder casing provid _ing asupport or ‘ring an actuating 
extending at right “angles to the plane of the _ 
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and centrally thereof provided with a 
bhlfon the upper end, and a rotatable crank 
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arm having a‘ socket forsaid last named - 
ball. . - 

2. In a device of the character described, 
a casing provided with a" plurality of cyl 
inders arranged in a circle, pistons in said 
cylinders arranged to sweep the complete 
cylinder, a, valve container having a plu 
rality ofcylindrical portions, said container 
being adapted to be secured to the cylinders 
so that the cylindrical portions are spaced 
from and register with the bores of the cyl 
inders, valves contained in the c lindrical 

_ portions of the'container and yiel ably held 
against the com ressor-cylinders, and an air 

inclosure or the valves, adjacent cyl 
~ inder, ends, and the valve container, substan 

tially as described. 
3. In a device of the character set forth, 

a casing provided with a plurality of cyl 
inders 0 at eachend and arranged in a 
circle, pmons reciprocatable therein for the 
compression of an elastic ?uid, a discharge 
chamber common to all of said linders, 
.a valve for each cylinder contro ' the 
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discharge end thereof, a valve retainer com- - 
mon to all said valves secured to the cylinder 

_ casin within the discharge chamber, ‘a ro 
thrust . tatab e drivin element, a wabbling 

ring univers y pivoted to the c linder cas 
ing operated by the driving e ement, and 
connecting rods for each plston having a. 
ball and socket connection with 
thrust ring and the piston. 

4. The combination with a casing pro 
vided with a plurality of cylinders open at 
each end and arranged in a circle the dis 
charge end thereof being formed with a 
valve seat, pistons reciprocatable therein for 

both the 

‘the compression of an elastic ?uid, a valve 
for each cylinder seating in the discharge 
end thereof, and a ?uid compression cham 
ber common to all of said cylinders inclos 
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ing the said valves, of a thrust ring uni 
versally pivoted to the cylinder casing, a 
connecting rod for each piston having a ball 
and socket connection with both the piston 
and thrust ring, an actuating stem for the 
thrust ring extending substantially centrally 
therefrom at right angles to the plane of the 
ring, said stem terminating‘ in a ball end, 
a casing inclosing said thrust ring provided 
with a bearing, 'a drive shaft rotatable in 
said bearing, and a crank on the said drive 
shaft having a socket for the ball on the ac 
tuating stem. ' 

5. In a device of the character set forth, 
a casing provided with a plurality of circu 
larly arranged cylinders open at each end, 
the discharge end of each being provided 
with a valve seat, pistons reciprocable there 
in for the compression of an elastic ?uid, a 
head secured to the discharge end of the 
cylinder casing providing a discharge cham 
ber common to all the cylinders, a valve re- " 
tainer secured to the cylinder-casing within‘ 
the discharge chamber having a series of 
bores or cylinders in axial alinement with 
the pump cylinders, a spring controlled 
valve reciprocatable in each of said bores 
and seating in the discharge end- of the 
pump cylinders, each of said valve bores or 

discharge ,port adjacent 
the valve seat of 

‘the thrust ring. 

the pump- cylinders and. 

opening into the 
bhng thrust ring 
tons 1n successlon, 

discharge chamber, a wab 
for reciprocating thev pis 
and means for actuating 

6. In a device of the character described, 
a casing section provided with a plurality 
of compressor-cylinders arranged in a circle, 
a piston in each cylinder arranged to sweep 
the entire cylinder,‘ a valve container se— 
cured to one end of said casing and provided 
with a plurality of cylindrical portions ar 
ranged to be spaced from and register with 
the bores of the compressor-cylinders, a cap, 
securable over said container and to the ad 
jacent ‘end of the casing section, valves re 
ciprocable in said cylindrical portions of the 
container and yieldably held against the 
open ends of the compressor so as to follow 
the piston upon the return stroke and ex 
elude all air, whereby said cap forms a com 
pression chamber inclosing the valves, the 
adjacent cylinder ends, and the valve con 
tainer, substantially as described. 
In testimony whereof we sign this speci? 

cation in the presence of two witnesses. 
' CLARENCE M. HOLLEY. 
CHARLES 0. JENNINGS. 

Witnesses: 
STUART C. BARNES, 
AMELIA C. KOEHN 
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